Odessa—The Portal of an Empire
BY

SYDNEY

F Odessa we knew nothing' when
we alighted, travel-weary, from an
overheated train that brought vis,
in hot discomfort, clear across the great
flat expanse of Russia, buried in the
snow and glittering beneath a blue sky
of pitiless cold. Outside the station, we
stepped before? an icy wind that bit
through clothing and flesh and even into
one's bones. Across the open square a
cluster of five green domes, bearinggilded crosses supported by chains,
loomed against the sky. A priest walked
thoughtfully toward the gate; of this
church. A squad of soldiers in mudgray overcoats marched with fixed bayonets past the steps where we stood watching the porters load our luggage on a
flat sleigh. The tinkle of sleigh - bells
filled the air. and among' the common
sleighs for hire passed gayer equipages
with officers and ladies wrapped in furs.
Some beggars passed, miserably clad in
rags, importuning us for alms.
In the cold discomfort of our swift,
ride to the hotel we had no time to think
of it, but revealed in that first glance
upon the station square were symbols of
all the forces in Russia. Above all, the
Greek Church, and in its shadow the
priest; the soldiers of the Tsar with bayonets always fixed; the official class and
its ladies; the common people and the
beggars, perhaps holy pilgrims on their
way to the sacred shrines of Kieff.
For our ignorance of Russian we had
the privilege of paying over twice the
legal fare for our drive to the hotel. The
porters obligingly arranged the matter
and quite cheerfully kept the difference.
How like the rest of the world! We felt
at home at once. The large, lofty bedchambers and corridors of the hotels
make it just possible to live in rooms
that have double windows sealed with
putty, which are never opened from the
beginning of winter till the spring thaw
is in tlie air. As there are no open fires,
the only ventilation is from the slightly
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better air of the corridors. A framed notice on the wall informs the visitor of
ail the privileges he is graciously permitted to pay extra for, among them the
joy of being clean at the rate of ten
copecks for a jug of hot water or fifty
copecks for a bath; but the greatest mystery of all was a samovar at twenty-five
copecks. Ifi time it was discovered that
your true Russian, having a taste for
much tea or other warm refreshment,
rings for a lighted samovar and prepares
his own beverage, if he is not fortunate
enough to possess a wife to do it for
him. With the lady managing a fiery,
fuming samovar and her lord smoking
innumerable cigarettes, with perhaps a
visitor to help, one can easily imagine—
not forgetting the hermetically sealed
windows—the atmosphere in which some
worthy Russians go to bed.
But once outside in that stinging, clear
cold, under the pale-blue sky, a long, deep
breath or two is enough to revive a man
who has a few heart-beats left. How it
stings and penetrates! freezing the muscles of the face and stiffening the unfortunate mustache with icicles. In spite of
double suits of underwear and heavy,
knitted socks over the ordinary kind, it
bites in. The inadequacy of a Parisian
overcoat collar, turned up to even cover
half of one ear, caused me to look with
interest at my neighbors on the streets,
and their garb filled me with envy. A
tall, fez-shaped cap of black Persian lamb
or astrakhan came down to the ears and
over them if necessary. An overcoat
collar, also of black lamb's wool, always
turned up, reaching far above the ears
and covering well the cheeks, left only
a protruding nose—often suggestive both
of vodka and cold—and a pair of Tartarlooking eyes, when they had not the
heavy sag of Jewish lids, or the languorous warmth of Turkish blood. Even the
officers — those dandies, vain lovers of
crimson, gold, and jingling spurs—had
sacrificed some facings and added the
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universal curly lamb, and turned it up One looks for the faces that pass above
cozily about their ears. Others revel in such feet, and sometimes one is not disthe superlative comfort of the basldyk. appointed. But the great multitude of
This garment is solely a covering for shoes patter over the beaten, brown snow
head and throat. I t consists of a hood, of the sidewalk in heavy Russian rubbers
such as the Moors wear upon a jelaba, lined with felt. Mercury far below zero
but with long1 cravat-ends that can go and streets bone-dry, they are for warmth;
twice around the neck, covering the in sleet and mud, they keep shoes dry,
mouth or even wrapping the face up to and, unlike the stretchy American rubthe eyes, and can still leave rounded ends bers out of which one fights with soiled
to hang back over the shoulder or down hands, are so made, heavily, that they
in front. It is made of woolen cloth dyed can be stepped out of at the door, and
a khaki color, and is part of the official clean shoes, unsullied by the soft felt
uniform of the Russian soldier, with lining, are fit and ready for the drawingregulations governing its manner of room of a Boyarninya, the barracks, or
the carpeted club. Even in this study of
wearing.
Hurrying along for warmth, o n e passing feet, one learns to tell an officer
watches the briskly moving, huddled fig- who goes before by the brass plates attached to hold spurs that
ures and notes t h e
are fastened even on
myriad moving feet.
his rubber overshoes!
From mild cases of
dropsy to elephantiasis,
All
this
hurrying
and, in the case of
and passing of feet,
droshky drivers, double
though we knew it not,
elephantiasis, these vawas leading us on to
rious states of swelling
discover the retreat of
appear to have afflicted
the Dragon, a very
the whole community of
m i l d D r a g o n , who
legs and feet, if outward
spoke English pleasantappearance can count
ly and rang for Natalie,
for anything in normal
who appeared in neat
eyes. Visual analysis,
c a p and apron and
rather than medical dibrought \JS tea to thaw
agnosis, relieves one's
our spirits, and break
mind of apprehension,
the ice of the mascuand soon the g r e a t
line mustache, and help
bodies, bloated with
in the discussion of
clothes of the droshky
rubles and rooms. A
drivers — often ridicukindly Englishman at
lously supporting t h e
the Anglo - American
small head and clean
club — which is more
jaws of a boy of sevenAnglo than American,
teen — are no m o r e
and is a comfortable
a l a r m i n g than their
retreat of superior inenormous felt - clad exsularity—had directed
tremities. Big Russian
us here, and so we disA DROSHKY Boy
top - boots of heavy
covered the apartment
leather go b e a t i n g
that was to be home.
through the snow; soft boots of sheepIf Natalie had not told us, when the
skin, the wool left within, go pad- strangeness of our English and her Rusding noiselessly past. There are the sian had worn off, and a kind of Volapuk,
muffled tread of the country-women, sign-language, and deaf-and-dumb alphaleg-tied in felt and rags, and the dainty bet had placed us upon speaking terms,
tripping, under fur-edged hobble-skirts, that our hostess was a Dragon, we never
of St. Petersburg patent leathers with should have known it. But everything
buckles, inside of St. Petersburg outer- depends upon the point of view, and
shoes of fur - lined, fur - edged felt. Natalie's point of view was original, as
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well as active and forceful. Natalie was housekeepers, and discouraged, oven foreighteen and, in a Russian village way, bade, the presence of the uniformed cap.
had pretensions to good looks. Long beHere, then, in an every - day Russian
fore she left the village, a day's cart-ride town, at the very first move from a comfrom Odessa, Natalie had made this dis- fortless hotel into lodgings, we came, upon
covery. The knowledge hail been com- romance. Bang! went the front door.
fortingly confirmed by one pair of ardent Exit the Dragon. P a n g ! went a lampeyes that glowed from under a peaked chimney, hurled on the kitchen hearth.
uniform cap and over a pair of very A flushed maid asked permission from
fiercely curling mustaches. Other more the foreign lady lodger to go out to
casually interested eyes had added their buy a new chimney, dwelling with much
tribute since our heroine had come to trembling upon the certain wrath of her
town. The lady who was Natalie's mis- captor should she discover the enormity!
tress held the traditional view of all good The foreign lady was gracious, and the
chronicler of this tale,
returning
from
a
sketching-bout with a
Russian church with
five green domes, discovered the Prince and
the Princess Natalie,
wrapped in visible bliss,
wending their way to
the market to buy—let
us hope at the Prince's
expense—a new lampchimney ! Often afterward the foreign lady
greeted her husband
with the smiling information, " Two lampchimneys to-day! The
Dragon cannot understand it, for the girl
hasn't broken a teacup since she has been
in the house!"
In Holy Russia the
year is crammed with
a calendar of saints,
and one soon learns
that superstition and
the church are greater
than the Tsar, though
the ruler, often accompanied by his spouse,
in colored lithographic
effigy, gilt
encircled,
reigns in every shop.
But in a corner you
will discover an ikon of
the Holy Virgin and
Child.
Before it, if
the attendant has not
forgotten, a wick may
be burning. There is
no lamp burning for
NATALIE
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WINTER TWILIGHT IN THE CATHEDRAL SQUARE

the Tsar. Out of respect for the ikon,
as well as the ruler, each male must
doff his hat while he buys ink-pots or
tubes of paint. Pausing in the street, a
market woman catching sight of the Virgin will devoutly cross herself and pass
on. Before the new cathedral in the
great square, where in the winter rests
on her shrine the famous miracle-working ikon of Kasperowka, full a third of
the pedestrians will turn toward it and,
bareheaded, cross themselves.
The Cathedral is the heart of Odessa.
Every festival draws the priests from other churches; squads of soldiers come into
the square, and glittering officialdom arrives, preening its finest feathers to the
eyes of all Odessa's fairest. In the body
of the church, where upon benches rest a
few of the infirm and aged, the great
mass of the people, on foot, struggle in
a silent mob to listen to the chanting
priests, to kiss the miraculous ikon, and
burn candles to innumerable saints. The
nir is hot with the reek of tallow and
stifling from a malodorous mob of peas-

antry, laborers, and filthy beggars in disease-laden rags. They follow in endless
procession to the shrine of the Holy Virgin, madly intent on that ecstatic moment of religious exaltation when their
lips will kiss the holy glass, warm with
the fetid breath of a perspiring multitude. Every shrine is a-glitter with candles. A great revenue is coming in at
the gate in coins and wax offerings, and
the outgoing mass is content. It has
burned its tapers, kissed the most sacred
objects, and crossed itself before everything that looked holy. And off it drifts,
breaking into units that seek their places
in the world, more certain of salvation,
though perhaps scarcely less intent upon
their sins.
We stood an hour one January morning in the bitter cold watching the soldiers form in the square and the policemen on their smart little black horses
driving back the mob. At last the dignitaries arrived, and when privilege and
wealth had been duly placed within the
charmed square of shining bayonets, the
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bells tolled and the priests came out, a
gorgeous procession in gold-and-yellow
stoles. I t was the day of Kreshchenye,
the blessing of the water. The ceremony
over, privileged wealth and officialdom
drank their sacred water first and crossed
themselves,
then
dispersed.
The
priests returned in
procession within
the church, and,
as the battalions
withdrew, the mob
rushed in to the
fountain and tilled
its bottles a n d
cups and pitchers,
gathering the sacred liquid f o r
their shrines at
home—for the little children, and
the sick, and the
aged, and all the
weary world that
could not come.
Having already
caught the plan
of t h e c e n t r a l
streets, we drifted
w i t h the crowd
down
Daribas
Street and turned
aside to Kobinat's
to drink coffee and
t h a w out our
frozen limbs. Everybody in Odessa
rROA\ T H E
goes, at some time
or other, to Robinat's, or to Fanconi's across the way.
Robinat's is larger, and marvelously rich
in human types and splendid, fur-adorned
overcoats. The ladies as well as the men
may be of that commercial and official
monde, the best that Odessa can boast,
for here the Boyar of the great forest
lands and the nobles of the northern
court are very rare birds indeed. Not
many years ago, in St. Petersburg, a
certain Princess whose gay attractions
threatened the ruin of several Grand
Dukes, was banished by the Tsar to a
cold, gray house in Odessa — sufficient
commentary on the social importance of
this commercial city. Sitting near a
window in Robinat's, one may watch,
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across the street, the ladies arriving at
Fanconi's for afternoon tea or to order
the very excellent pastries that Odessa
may well be proud of. Robinat's is more
of a man's resort, though ladies who like
the atmosphere of tobacco smoke, the
odor and perhaps
the taste of vodka,
kiimmel,orcognac,
and the bustle of
the coining and
going, with much
swaggering of important males, prefer to sip their
beverages or write
their billets-doux
at Robinat's. But
at five o'clock in
Fanconi's
the
c o m f o r t a b l e atmosphere of tea
and cakes, as an
accompaniment to
that
feminine
frou - frou so familiar in
odd
Parisian shops in
t h e Place Vendome or Rue de la
Paix, greets one
agreeably, and
might even belongto Fifth Avenue,
with an exchange
of types. All this
coming and going of bourgeois
CAUCASUS
aristocracy brings
to this lively
street a continuous stream of fiery,
dashing horses, with snapping eyes,
icicles on their whiskers, and lovely
coats like dark - brown, heavy velvet.
There is a prodigious fuss of sleighbells and driving up and down, to keep
the horses from freezing, blue fish-nets
with tassels fluttering across their backs,
to keep the snow-clods from flying in
my lady's face.
Daribas Street is the rendezvous for
all the world that goes on foot. It is the
" Avenue" of Odessa, but with habits
more set by the clock, and differing,
through many phases, between noon and
midnight. In the morning stroll the
" quality" will take its airing, and the
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ladies will shop, while elderly gentlemen begun to mingle with the certainly rewill sit upon the benches watching the spectable. And as the hour latens and
passing fair and the brave display, re- the shops show lights, the throng is filled
gretting, not their past sins, but that with students, soldiers, men and women
their days of sinning agreeably are past. who work in offices, and belated maidens
Beside their elders sit poor students in with " Musick" writ large in blazing
shabby, even dirty, torn uniform coats. gilt letters upon huge portfolios, which
From some miserable attic, shared possi- declare to an indifferent world their
bly by three others, they have sallied ambitions.
Soon the opera will be open and the
forth, with youth upon their side, to look
with envious eyes on all that life offers sleighs driving up to the great portico,
in the passing show
for the lucky ones.
Respectable mammas with eligible
daughters pass and
repass along t h e
three blocks which
form the Piccadilly,
the Hyde Park, and
the Bond Street of
Odessa, all rolled
into one tiny
promenade. I t is
a little merry-goround, up one side
of the street and
down the other—
two passing streams
of people going in
opposite directions,
each taking stock of
the other, greeting
again and again
the same wellknown faces. When
uniform meets uniform, an instantly
electrified right arm
reaches the vizored
cap.
Watch t h e
same military arm
down the street and
see it spring to life
at every few yards,
and then be thankful that you are
only
a civilian
stranger!
The afternoon
promenade is fuller,
but the night-birds
have come out, and
the doubtful element, about which
there can be no
doubt, has already
THE EVENING PROMENADE
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while the long-haired students will stand mob pushes on to burn its candles and
in line for an inexpensive place in their to kiss tiie emblems of its saints. The
exalted heaven. The opera is, of course, priests drone their service and then go
the prototype of all operas—a temple of round the church with incense, carrying
fashion and display—but a purely Rus- a symbol of the body of the Christ. At
sian opera repays the visitor from its midnight the cry goes forth, " The Christ
complete novelty of costume and music. has risen !" Then man and brother-man,
or man and maid,
However, do not
turn and kiss each
s e e k a Russian
other in the church
opera in Lent. No
or in the street. If
subjects of the Tsar
the girl is very pretnor devotees of the
ty, the coveted place
Greek Church may
is by her side, and
act during t h a t
the young officer for
sacred time — not
once is very devout.
until Easter week
Even stern parents
has passed. Easter
cannot say nay. The
week carries with
kiss is a holy kiss in
it an amount of
the name of religfuss and ceremony
ion. Several young
that other countries
officers, very ungalhardly bestow on
lantly, all decided
Christmas. Special
thus to kiss a very
tall cakes, rich with
pretty girl.
But
yolk of egg, are in
after the first had
every bake - shop
astonished her and
window. Gay artishe saw a second
ficial flowers are sold
approaching,
she
in the market-place.
fled to her carriage
It is, above a l l
a n d drove home.
things, a great exA STUDENT TYPE
The particular coxcuse for eating and
comb who succeeded
drinking.
Even
picture post - cards, showing the cele- was solemnly congratulated by the others
brated Russian " cold table," spread on being the only favored one till, his
with vodka, cold sucking pig, and in- head completely turned, he called upon
numerable other cold savories—not for- the ravished fair. Only too soon he disgetting the tall Easter cakes—are dis- covered that his success was a matter of
played in Daribas Street stationery shop- propinquity and surprise rather than
windows, to remind the well - to - do of preference.
their coming repletion and to tempt the
Odessa is one of the youngest of Eurohungry. But the good people say that no pean cities—only a hundred and twenty
one ever goes hungry at Easter in Rus- years ago Hdji Bey, a little Turkish setsia. Even the poorest are given alms tlement, nestled on the cliffs that overand fed. The cold table, as every one look the harbor and dozed under the
knows, is merely the preliminary canter Sultan across the Black Sea. The long
to a Russian banquet, and is partaken arm of Russia reached out and took it,
of informally, sitting or standing about and planted there, upon the plateau overin a room adjacent to that of the coming looking the bay, the beginners of a
repast.
commercial city that now holds between
The
The climax of all this Eastering is in five and six hundred thousand.
Revolution
in
France
soon
sent
refugees
the cathedral and around it, in the police-patrolled mob outside in the square. scattering over the world, and noble
Candles are sold without and within the names came to Odessa, and one may read
church.
Colored lanterns, emblazoned them still on street corners—Daribas,
with churches and saints, lend spots of Richelieu, and Langeron. Later, Engcolor to the throng. Inside, an excited lishmen came and brought ships to carry
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away Russian grain; and then the Crimean War swept across this friendly
relation. But the English stayed when
the war had passed, and then Germans
came, and afterward Americans, with
reapers and plows and steam tractionengines, to help the Russians to grow
more richly the grain that the English,
and the German ships carried out to tin1
world. Last of all came the Jews, and
they cut the business so fine that the
English starved and gave up; so the
business of exporting to-day is mainly in
the hands of the Jews. A few hardy
Germans and English are left.
In recent years Russia has had more
than one revolution, with Odessa one of
the greatest theaters of action. In 1905
this flat city on the plateau, intersected by
one narrow ravine that runs down to the
low harbor at the bottom of the cliff, and
the war-ships lying out there on x he green
waters of the bay, were centers of worldinterest.
Mutiny in the navy; guns
trained upon the city; threats to bombard; the governor in a panic, and the
telegraph wires red - hot to St. Petersburg night and day; flight to the country in trains crammed to the doors, most
of the people- standing, and others camping on the platform, waiting their turn
to get off — these are the scenes that
Odessans grow excited over, and gather
photographs to show you, then read over
old letters and argue about dates. Gatling guns in the streets and sniping.? from
housetops and shuttered windows; murder in the broad daylight; anarchy let
loose; the Jews seizing the chance to get
even with their natural enemies, and the
Russians in a fury hitting back. Tt is
too recent history to dwell upon, but it
comes very near when one stands on the
steps where the mob from the harbor was
mowed down by the machine-guns, and
sees the making of this mob now at work
in that harbor below, which then was a
roaring conflagration.
T love to watch moored ships, no matter what the port. Here I have but to
leave the front door, and, a few yards
away, lean upon a parapet to see the busy
life below. A great central basin holds
all the small wooden Russian craft of
the Black Sea and most of the Russian
steamers. Off to the right, in an outer
basin, are the foreign ships that make
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their way through the Bosporus, past
Constantinople, and on to the outer
world. My first view of this scene was
of Arctic aspect, every deck and spar
white with snow, and, for miles out to
sea, a solid puck of ice that held the
steamers fast, and only gave way to a
powerful ice-breaker when the cold air
from the steppes would relax for a day
or two. But later, in the spring, the
waters sparkle in the sun and the sails
come and go from the bay.
If an atmosphere that seems to have
come undisturbed from the Middle Ages
hangs over a blind belief in saints and
miracles, it is this note of religious
superstition that involves the whole life
of the city. The tolling of the cathedral
bell brings an answering note from all
the town. Tt is as the cry from the
mosque in a Moslem city, and in the cathedral, even while the bell is tolling,
are men and women upon their knees
before an altar, falling forward with
hands and head upon the ground before
the cross in that same movement that
Tslam perforins upon the sands toward
Mecca. The Moslem dome and crescent,
with, set upon it, the Russian cross, is
the strange symbol that sometimes surmounts a Greek church. The cross—
which is a treble cross, having a smaller
crossbar above the greater, and below a
bar that slants across the stem—is set
right in the dip of the crescent moon:
a M'arning to the legions of Mohammed
under the Tsar that the cross is supreme.
When one takes to studying the faces
in the crowd, a queer jumble of races
peers out. The eyes of the Mongolian
and his flat, heavy cheek-bones mark the
prevailing type; the conquering horde
of Tartars never went back — they are
here to-day. A little mixture of Slav and
Teuton, the blood of the Norsemen, the
Finns, the Letts, and the men of Germany, with a Germanized civilization,
have modified the Tartar type, but that
is all. And of that German civilization,
the emblem is the military cap with
vizor, band, and spreading, round, flat
crown. It is the badge of official Russia.
Ihc symbol that marks the man who
works with his head rather than with his
'.lands. From the school-boy. his breast
bulging with undigested learning in the
form of school-books stuff'd in his uni-
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form coat, to the oldest gray-haired officer, crawling on a stick to his bench in
the park, it is all a question of different
buttons or the color of the band. At
first one might take the gasman for a
major-general, or a crowd of students for
a lot of junior officers. But with usage
one learns that the button of an officer's
cap is always on the band, and a civilian's badge on the cap above.
The
sword - hilt popping through a pocketslit in the gray overcoat, and the scabbard end peeping just below its skirt,
will always show the man of war, for
as the soldier carries his bayonet, so
the officer is always accompanied by his
sword.
If one is not greatly impressed by
the intelligence of the rank and file, a
stronger, more well - shouldered, slenderwaisted body of men would be hard to
find. Wear the gate of a military quar-

tel I stopped one night in the dark to
listen to the heavy tramp of an approaching' column. With a great shout the men
began to chant, and I stood puzzled,
searching, for it was all so familiar, yet
the picture would not come. Then in a
flash I saw the great millet - fields of
China, a dusty road entering a mudwalled village, and the Eussian infantry,
with bayonets fixed and melons speared
upon the blades, marching and chanting
in the burning" sun. Browned faces, wet
with perspiration, were caked with the
dust of the road. Away off, the rattle of
musketry told of the retreating Chinese:
a little memory - picture of 1900 and the
march to the relief of Peking.
The gentleman that we meet on every
street corner, in black uniform overcoat
and German cap, with two orange-scarlet
cords attached to his revolver, and a
heavy, business-like sword by his side, is
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the ever - present city policeman. His ence. A crowd collected and did its best
greatest aversion, as well as his greatest to translate in all its dialects, but a Gerlove, is a note-book or a piece of paper. man informed mo that it was "verboten."
I t is all very well for him to wield the Very good. I packed up and started off,
official pencil in noting the details of a the policeman a few steps behind, and
run-over, a recalcitrant droshky-driver, or the crowd following.
The voice of the law called after me as
a fire; but let the unoffending citizen produce the pencil and paper, and the eagle, I turned homeward to the right. The law,
official eyo is over his shoulder. Ho is it appeared, desired my footsteps to prolucky if the hand of the law is not on it! ceed by the left. I continued rightward
My first offense was committed in the until a shrill whistle brought another pomystery of bright moonlight on a zero liceman, and thus they got me by the
night. It was a staid, respectable church elbows in a main street. The crowd
in the New Market, and I was noting the promptly held up the traffic while I
soft tones of its light and shadow on a argued vainly. One of the great unforbidden sheet of paper. The heavy offi- washed, who possessed a wrinkled, uncial shadow obscured
the moon, and I murmured " Artist " to
a six-foot-two policeman and showed him
my sketch. He left
me with a muttered
warning.
However,
I was led to my undoing by the lure of
the gay orangestands and the
wrinkled old women
of the market known
as the Old Bazaar.
Determined to get
good results and to
brave the unknown
p o s s i b i l i t i e s of a
market mob, I went
forth heavily armed
w i t h a sketchingeasel, a
drawingboard, and a box of
paints.
Soon work
was in full swing,
and then the market
policeman appeared.
Scenting trouble, I
saluted and gravely
w e n t on painting.
H e began to question.
At last he
grasped that I was
not a Eussian afflicted with a diseased form of speech,
but a hated foreigner
defying the law. He
began to get excited
at my cool indifferTHE CHURCH IN THE NEW MARKET BY MOONLIGHT
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shaven visage and one large, discolored
tusk,seemed to be giving a kind of KroneliRevolutionary speech 1o the policemen and the crowd. The mob was friendly to the captive and obviously hostile to
the law. But the law held on to its prey.
I penciled a note to the sharer of my sorrows and sent it by Singletooth. She
was asked to have the consul set me free.
So off I was marched, the mob dwindling,
but the passers-by all looking with sharp
interest.
Often I have seen the peanut - man
" run in " in New York, but in my most
startling fancy I never had pictured myself hurried by the elbow to a Russian
prison! They led me up a damp, dismal

I
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stone stairway to a bare room with a
dirty wooden floor. Many pairs of eyes
examined the prisoner.
The prisoner
bowed and a little man with sharp eyes
and a grisly beard, who stood in big
hoots, wore a gray uniform and a big
sword, ejaculated " H a ! " The policeman
explained, and once more, with too much
real satisfaction for the prisoner's liking,
he repeated, " H a ! ha!" The spy was
now examined, and explained that he was
" Anglaiski," and as no one could speak
that outlandish language, the proceedings
stopped. A quieter young officer appeared and examined my work. On a
canvas, used to screen the water-color,
was an oil sketch, the beginning of a
shrine with flowers,
but it might have
been a sunset at
that
stage. On the
WJk
paper he found an
apple - stall or two
mm
" ' i r^**-'' ^'
and the domes of a
church. " Niet.
It
• p i ^ •».' #> ""
is nothing," I gathered from his Rusj^L. „ . *%'
sian. " This man is
&J* 3% * * ^ ^ H |
only an artist." The
policeman of t h e
^^^K^JV"' 1
market-place looked
^H^^ndH^^I
sheepish. The little
officer with
gray
whiskers smiled and
wmU
kW T
#
ML* w ^t * jflwiui
punched
his
own
jaw with his fist,
perhaps to suggest
that I had received
a facer.
Then he
said " H a ! " and
waved me to depart.
The policeman of
the market stood at
attention and looked
^ j ' • t>if
very crestfallen.
I
met the partner of
%w fL-w-'™y joys setting off
for the consulate,
but we turned the
droshky homeward,
a n d the incident
closed. Meantime I
sketch with one, eye
Hi
on
the horizon for
* '; '
. v,ys
black uniform overcoats with swords
attached.
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THE LURE OF GAY ORANGE-STANDS IN THE OLD BAZAAR
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ODKSSA
In (hose little tours of critical observation by which the stranger loves to discover a eity. the most obvious feature of
Odessa is. upon the shop-fronts, a multitude of pictorial painted signs. A bakery
greets one with four or six perpendicular
panels, and in the center of each iield
is a carved loaf, well raised
above the flat, and painted
r e a l i s t i c a l l y enough to
make one hungry or to
tempt a beggar to steal.
The milk - shop has a resplendent painted cow, and
perhaps hens that are surely in the egg business.
The laundry has a wonderful design of ribbons, collars, and cuffs, and the
\ man's outfitter goes in for
- imaginative art in the
form of strange goblins,
constructed vaguely after
the human form, but composed of collars and cuffs,
who are doing a ghost
dance on a black sign.
The sewing - machine is
there—even the American
reaper and steam plow.
One may not be able to
read a letter of Russian,
but every sign tells its tale
at a glance, and perhaps,
in a country where illiteracy is great and reform slow, this is a device
well suited to the people's
needs.
A RUSSIAN
Life's journey ends in
Odessa down the broad
Preobrajenskaya. the street of the Transfiguration, which fittingly begins near
the cathedral and ends at the old
cemetery, which is very near the new.
No doubt some of the deft fingers now
modeling clay will grow old chiseling
delicate memorials to stand above their
departed friends! One can look down
into the cemented vaults—little rooms
built in the ground, fresh and clean,
wirh iron doors opened back to the
s u n — t h e resting-place of those who
can pay for luxury in preserving their
mortal remains. A little ikon, with its
light burning, is always there, and the
wreaths with mottoed ribbons that came
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on the last journey and were the last
thought of friends. A little table and a
chair seem to tell of one who comes to
meditate and pray and to leave the tlowers fresh-set before tiie ikon. If the dead
could come to life, surely a pleasant little
sleeping-chamber to awaken in, with a
ladder leading up into sunlight.
On the Sunday after
Easter a strange ceremony
goes on among the tombs.
It is a feast for the dead.
Each grave is laid out with
a cloth, and upon it are
set fruit and cakes and
dishes of wheat covered
with egg cream. The relatives of the departed almost fight for the services
of the few priests who arc
there, to stand upon the
graves and mumble a service for the dead. Money
is given to the priest, or
food is placed in his basket that boys are carrying.
When he departs—cross in
hand, which all have kissed
—to chant upon another
grave, the cakes and wheat
are handed out to hungry
boys and ragged beggars,
who reap the reward of this
strange offering.
The great day had come
at last, and Odessa stirred
to the tolling cathedral
bell. Easter was over, and
POLICEUAN
the sacred miracle-working
ikon must depart for I\asperowka, its summer resting-place and
proper home. Crowds lined the way
to the harbor and, bareheaded, the men
crossed themselves as the priests bore the
sacred image down among the ships. In
the Russian basin all the masts and rigging were gay with flags. With hunting
all over her, the steamer made her way
out into the bay. The women, watching,
prayed and crossed themselves, and the
men gazed quietly, standing with bared
heads. They must wait in prayer and
hope till the autumn, when the sacred
heart of the city shall return. When that
happy day arrives, it is whispered, Natalie is going to marry her Prince!
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The Elder Sister
BY

T

BELLE

RADCLIFFE

H E sunliglit and the firelight were
both in the nursery, but there was
only one person in the room, and
she was lying on the fur rug before the
fire spelling her way through the pages
of a big book. The flames on the hearth
courtesied and bowed, bowed and courtesied before her. Big shadows slipped
silently into their plans and. joining
hands, danced obsequiously about her.
Out-of-doors, on top of the farthest
hills, the wind had. with tireless patience, builded for her a castle out of
clouds white as marble, and these the
sunset had gilded and tinted until at
last the castle stood complete, turreted,
corridored, terraced, ready for her occupation.
And who was she for whose gratification the flames and the shadows were thus
putting forth their best efforts, for the
glory of whose habitation the wind and
the sun had labored? Why, she was none
other than Elsa, first-born of the House
of Erskine.
But in vain this evening the strivings
of the elements to please her. She heeded
them not—only the book before her eyes.
It was not a new book; it was old and
brown and worn. Anne had brought it
forth from somewhere that afternoon
and had read her one of the stories, and
it was this same story that Elsa was
going over again very slowly, with long
and careful study of the pictures.
The story went somewhat like this:
One clear night a fairy flew forth and
alighted on the top of an old oak-tree
that grew on the side of a mountain.
There was a light wind blowing, just
enough to make the stars flicker without
making you afraid they might go out altogether, and just enough to make the
bough on which the fairy sat sway to and
fro. ~No\v the fairy had chosen this oaktree because it was right on the high-road
from heaven, and she liked sitting there
and seeing the babies carried by on the
way to the earth. Presently she saw the
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sky over the mountain open and an angel
fly out, and the angel flew right toward
the earth ami right toward the fairy, who
stood up on tiptoe to see the baby she was
carrying. But although the angel noted
the fairy as she swept past, she never
stopped or spoke, and all that the fairy
saw of the baby was a white bundle with
a gold crown on what she supposed must
be the head. The fairy wasn't very much
surprised at not being noticed, for she
knew the angels didn't care very much
for snch as she and that they had an
idea that the night air and the light of
the stars were bad for babies; then, besides, this baby was evidently a princess,
and of princesses one had to be careful.
So she sat down again and waited, and
by and by, some one having sent for the
moon, it came up over the mountain, and
the door in the middle of it opened and
out flew a big stork. lie, too, came toward the earth and toward the fairy, and
when he saw her standing tiptoe on
the bough he stopped and alighted near
her. The baby he carried wore no crown
—storks do not carry princesses, you
know. The wind had blown the covering back, and the baby was gazing up at
the stars and at the moon and at the
dear old stork, and now it looked at the
fairy and the fairy looked at the baby,
for she was very fond of babies, and then
suddenly she leaned forward and caught
hold of its two little ears and gave them
each a sharp pinch. This didn't hurt a
bit, she explained to the enraged stork,
who said that mothers were very particular about ear*. Tt was only sort of a
trade-mark that she left on babies that
she liked; and she was evidently right
about it, for the baby was smiling when
she last saw it, borne away through the
night by the stork.
" And now "—this is the way the storyended—" how did you come ? Did you
come in the angel's arms right from
heaven, or did the stork bring you from
out of the door in the moon ?"
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